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INTRODUCTION
Bishop 'Warfer6's translation of Gregory's Dialogues was
undertaken af the end ofthe ninth century. It has beenpreser-
ved in trvo manuscripts, C and O, which are both derived
from the original translation. A third manuscript, Hatton
76, in Oxford, contains a revision of the CO text of parf of
fhe first two books. This MS. H dafes from the eleventh
century. As this translafion cannot have been made much
earlier, the text of H is more than a century later than that
of CO. The Dialogues \vere edited in 1900 by Hans Hecht
in volume V of fhe Bibtiothek 7er ,4ngehàclatitchen Prota t). It
Hecht's edition C and II are printed side by side, whereas
the variants of O are given af the bottom ofthe page.
In the following chapters three subjects are discussed on fhe
basis of a comparison of the texf of H with Éhat of C, O
having only been taken into account in those cases in which
its reading rvas of special interest. As this comparison is
based on H, the numbering of the lines is according to this
manuscript, unless stated otherwise.
In Chapter I, dealing with the Orcler of 
'Words, fhe Latin
text, in the edition of Umberto Moricca (Fonti per la Storia
d'Italia, Vol. 57, 1924) has been taken as a starting-point.
In Chapter II (the Prepositions) and Chapter III (the Use
of W'ear6 anà f,Vea as Auxiliaries of the Passive) the Latin
orieinal has consfantlv been taken into consideration.
1) l lecht describes the manuscripts in the Preface to his edition, p. I ff. A discussron
of the mufuai relation of the manuscripts trnd the special position of H is found in
I|ccbt's Einleitung (Yol. V2 oÍ- the Bibliothek àer angehàchaídchen Prottt),:vhich appeare<l
in I Í)07.
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